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In the paper we consider the high-level synthesis toolchain for transformation of programs

written in C (the standard ISO/IEC 9899:1999) into configuration files of field programmable

gate arrays (FPGAs) used in multichip reconfigurable computer systems. Unlike most academic

(DWARV, BAMBU, LEGUP) and commercial (CatapultC, Vivado HLS, Vivado Vitis) high-level

synthesis tools, “Theseus” uses the original methodology of transformation (porting) sequential

calculations into a parallel-pipeline configuration of FPGA hardware. For a sequential program, an

information graph is created and transformed into the maximally parallel structure, which is then

ported to a specified configuration of the reconfigurable computer system using formal methods

of reduction of performance and hardware costs without marking the source text with auxiliary

parallelization directives. The distinctive feature of the approach is a significantly smaller number

of analyzed variants in comparison to parallelizing compilers. Due to this, it is possible to reduce

the porting time of sequential programs in the synthesis of solutions for reconfigurable computer

systems with a set of FPGA chips interconnected by a spatial communication system. In the

paper we show the results of porting a number of application tasks to the architecture of various

reconfigurable computer systems using the proposed “Theseus” toolchain.

Keywords: high-level synthesis, HLS, program translation, C language, performance reduction,

reconfigurable computer system, programming of multiprocessor computer systems.

Introduction

Reconfigurable computer systems (RCS) containing field programmable gate arrays

(FPGAs) provide adaptation of the system’s architecture to the task’s structure and reduction

of the additional charges for organization of calculations. This provides a significant gain in task

solution time in comparison to multiprocessor systems [1] even with a 10-fold difference in oper-

ating frequencies. RCSs that contain many FPGA chips connected by a switching system [2, 3],

significantly exceed the cluster computer systems in real performance of applications and power

effectiveness on many real-life tasks, but their programming and debugging require extensive

and deep knowledge of the FPGA circuitry and architecture from programmers. Simplification

of RCS programming is possible with the development of high-level synthesis software [4, 5],

which converts sequential programs, written in high-level languages, into FPGA configuration

files.

In this paper we consider the description of methods, used for automatic transformation of

a sequential program by “Theseus” tools for high-level synthesis of multichip RCS configuration

files. Section 1 of this paper provides a brief overview of high-level synthesis tools and assess-

ment of their applicability for multichip RCSs. Section 2 describes the structure of the Theseus

toolchain and intercomponent communication during synthesis of the multichip solution from

the initial program. Section 3 presents methods of transformations of sequential programs for

automatic adaptation of tasks to the available RCS hardware resource for each component of

the toolchain. Section 4 presents “Theseus” porting results for a number of tasks compared with

Vivado HLS results. In conclusion, we analyse the obtained results.
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1. Overview of High-Level Synthesis Tools

Currently, high-level synthesis tools or HLS compilers [4, 5] are widely used for program-

ming FPGAs. Such tools convert a high-level program into configuration files of special-purpose

hardware, using HDL hardware description languages. Depending on the language of the input

program, HLS compilers refer to translators of either problem-oriented(for a certain problem

area) or general-purpose languages.

The classification of high-level synthesis tools according to these criteria is shown in Fig. 1.

Here, . means that currently an HLS compiler is developed and supported, ‖ means that a

project is suspended and there is no information concerning future development plans, 2 means

that a project is finished and not supported anymore.

Figure 1. Classification of high-level synthesis tools

The most well-known academic (DWARV [6], BAMBU [7], LEGUP [8]) and commercial

(CatapultC, Vivado HLS [9], Vivado Vitis [10]) HLS compilers convert written in C (or its

dialect) program into a VHDL program of digital devices. Xilinx Vivado HLS and Vitis computer-

aided design systems have become generally accepted standards of high-level synthesis tools.

Vivado HLS [9] is a tool for fast project design. It contains a number of optimization tools,

typical for both compilers and digital circuit design systems [11]. Xilinx Vitis [10] is a develop-

ment environment that combines graphical tools, compilers, analyzers and debuggers to speed

up the execution of code fragments of sequential programs implemented in the FPGA archi-

tecture. Vitis is focused on Xilinx FPGA-based accelerators for server and cloud applications

and/or Alveo accelerators for embedded devices.

The use of HLS compilers does not guarantee [11] an effective implementation of calculations

in RCS for any program written in the C language. For a synthesized IP core, the gain in

the speed of calculations compared to a general-purpose microprocessor is provided by the

properties of the FPGA architecture. Computer-aided design of an IP core simplifies the porting

of calculations to the FPGA architecture, and the programmer must scale IP cores according

to the available hardware resource. There are no computer-aided tools of scaling IP cores and

organizing data flows (at least within one chip), and this task is assigned to the user. For

multichip RCS [2, 3], where many FPGAs are connected by a spatial switching system, the

complexity of scaling and matching of IP cores for an efficient solution is rising significantly [12].
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Unlike the HLS tools mentioned in [4, 5], the developed toolchain “Theseus” converts a

sequential C program into the most parallel form, which is adapted to a specified hardware com-

puting resource and translated into FPGA configuration files of multichip RCS. The toolchain

converts the input program without users #pragma directives or other manual code marking

and provides automatic synchronization of data and control signals for synthesizing multichip

solutions. The basis for automatic adaptation of an application to the architecture and configu-

ration of a specified RCS is the original porting methodology, which provides the search for an

efficient solution for a priori unknown hardware resource of the computer system.

2. Structure of the “Theseus” Toolchain

The “Theseus” toolchain (Fig. 2) consists of four programs called Angel, Centaur, Procrustes

and Sinis, each of which performs a functionally completed transformation:

– Angel converts the input C program into the maximally parallel structure, and then trans-

lates it with an implicit description of parallelism into the syntax of the COLAMO pro-

gramming language;

– Centaur converts the maximally parallel structure into a resource-independent parallel-

pipeline COLAMO-program;

– Procrustes automatically, with no users code, selects the parameters of the structure for

its efficient implementation in the RCS architecture;

– if the hardware resource is insufficient for structural implementation of the main fragment

of the task, then Sinis reduces the parallelism of the structure, increasing the task solution

time, but making it possible to execute on the available hardware resource.

The input sequential C program (ISO/IEC 9899:1999) is translated by Angel into the max-

imally parallel structure, which is then converted into a scalable form and ported by Procrustes

to the available RCS hardware resource. The result of the “Theseus” toolchain is a program writ-

ten in the high-level language COLAMO with the parameters that match the limitations of the

resource and real performance rate. The COLAMO [2] translator and the multichip solution syn-

thesizer Fire!Constructor [2] translate the COLAMO program into configuration files for FPGAs

of the multichip RCS. Then, the Xilinx Vivado synthesizer generates bitstream configuration

files (* .bit) for each chip.

3. Transformation of a Sequential Program by the “Theseus”

Toolchain to Available RCS Resource

3.1. Angel: Transformation of an Input Sequential Program into Maximally

Parallel Structure

The sequential written in C program is transformed by the Angel translator into the maxi-

mally parallel form – the task information graph, which is then transformed into the COLAMO

program with an implicit description of parallelism. The task information graph (TIG) is a fi-

nite oriented acyclic graph whose vertices correspond to operations on data, and arcs reflect the

data dependencies between them. All vertices of the TIG are distributed in layers and itera-

tions [2]. Layers, like the layers of the algorithm graph [13], contain data-independent vertices

(subgraphs), and iterations describe the data dependence among vertices (subgraphs) of differ-

ent layers. Unlike other graph forms used for the representation of calculations [13], layers and
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Figure 2. Structure of the “Theseus” toolchain

iterations of the TIG describe not only arithmetic and logical operations, but also subgraphs

corresponding, for example, to a loop body in sequential programs. It is rather easy to generate

a TIG from a sequential program by cycles unrolling. The TIG describes the maximum, theo-

retically possible, parallel form of the tasks calculations with the subgraphs that are distributed

across layers and iterations.

Owing to the distribution of vertices and/or subgraphs by layers and iterations, it is possible

to represent data dependencies among the task’s fragments at different levels of the hierarchy.

The variants of the sequential program, differing in the execution order of the cycle’s iterations

(subgraphs), differ in the TIG only in the topology of data-independent subgraphs in the layer,

and are considered data-indistinguishable or equivalent. Therefore, sequential programs describ-

ing the same task with the same data dependencies, which are different in syntax and form, will

correspond to the TIGs that are equivalent in the results of calculations, but differ only in the
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topology of subgraphs in the layer. Due to the invariance of the representation of topologically

different parallel calculations in the TIG, we can, unlike a parallelizing compiler, reduce the

number of possible variants for their representation. C program which solves a system of linear

algebraic equations (SLAE) by the method of Gaussian elimination is shown in Fig. 3a and its

TIG is shown in Fig. 3b.

Figure 3. Solution of a SLAE using the method of Gaussian elimination

The subgraphs gijk in Fig. 3b contain 3 operation vertices: division, multiplication, and

subtraction, corresponding to the operations of the loop bodies on j and k in lines 3 and 5 in

program Fig. 3a. The data-independent subgraphs gijk belong to the layers, and dependence

among subgraphs of different layers is specified by connections among subgraphs: the output

m1[1, 1] of the subgraph g01,1 of the zero iteration is the input of the subgraphs g1(2..N,1..N) of the

first iteration, the output m2[3, 2] of the subgraph g13,2 is the input of g2(3..N,2..N) of the second

iteration, etc.). The specificity of the SLAE solution by the method of Gaussian elimination is

reducing the processed data by one line at each iteration of the loop on j, so each next layer of

the TIG contains fewer subgraphs gijk.

The TIG is transformed by the Angel translator into a cadr structure [2]. Cadr structure

is an indivisible unity of computational structure and rules for organizing input and output

data flows, for which a reduction of the computational structure leads to an increase in data
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streams. So, for the same task a variety of cadr structures differing in computational structures

and data flows is possible. The Angel translator transforms TIG into a maximally parallel cadr

structure: the operation vertices are replaced by computing devices, and the arcs are replaced

by the connections of the switching system. The maximally parallel structure contains not the

vertices of the graph, but computing devices with latency, frequency and performance, data

processing interval, etc. Due to this, it is possible to calculate the performance characteristics

and the execution time on the RCS. The maximally parallel structure, obtained as a result of

transformation of a sequential program by the Angel translator, is described according to the

rules of the COLAMO programming language with an implicit description of parallelism.

3.2. Centaur: Transformation of the Maximally Parallel Structure

into the Resource-Independent Parallel-Pipeline Form

Maximally parallel structure performs all task operations with the minimum latency and

maximum performance. This requires the hardware implementation of all operations and si-

multaneous supply of all input data, which is usually unattainable for real computer systems.

For implementation in a computer system, the maximally parallel structure can be transformed

into cadr structures that are more rational in terms of the occupied hardware resource and

provide data equivalence of the calculation results. For example, the maximally parallel struc-

ture (Fig. 3b) can be transformed to a cadr structure with all hardware-implemented iterations

(Fig. 4a) by defining the order of execution of its subgraphs (ordering by layers). With further

ordering of the subgraphs (by iterations), the cadr structure with the implemented iterations

(Fig. 4a) can be transformed to a minimum cadr structure (Fig. 4b) with a single hardware-

implemented (basic) subgraph.

Figure 4. Cadr structures of the SLAE solution by the Gaussian method

For convertion of the maximally parallel structure into one of many possible cadr struc-

tures, it is transformed by the Centaur tool into a resource-independent parallel-pipeline form,

which makes possible to change the number of hardware-implemented subgraphs using several

parallelism parameters. Centaur identifies basic subgraphs for large fragments of calculations,

analyzes the data dependencies in these fragments and among them, ensuring the implementa-

tion of the rules of single substitution and single assignment. Arbitrary access to the memory of

a sequential program is transformed to data flow processing. All arrays and loops, used in the

descriptions of the cadr structures in the COLAMO program, are automatically split into par-

allel (vector) and sequential (stream) components. As a result, Centaur generates a COLAMO

program containing a cadr structure with parallelism parameters. Variation of these parameters

transforms the cadr structure.
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3.3. Procrustes: Transformation of Resource-Independent Cadr Structure

to Available RCS Hardware Resource

Cadr structures (see Fig. 3b, 4a and 4b) differ in their hardware resource and the task

solution times. Parallelism, solution time and hardware resource occupied by the cadr struc-

tures are specified by the following parameters: the number of layers (information-independent

subgraphs), the number of iterations (information-dependent subgraphs), the number of instruc-

tions (devices) in the basic subgraph, the capacity and interval of data processing. Therefore,

each cadr structure can be represented by a point (or vector) in the 5D space of possible cadr

structures (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Space of implementations of cadr structure calculations

Space points correspond to cadr structures with various parameters of parallelism (perfor-

mance) and occupied hardware resource. Variation of the performance parameters (shown by

colour arrows in Fig. 5) changes the hardware resource occupied by the cadr structure, which

is graphically represented as a segment between two points of space. So, porting is the varia-

tion of the performance parameters and the occupied hardware resource performed to achieve

the available hardware resource. Porting is a continuous movement from the maximally parallel

structure to a cadr structure located in the area of the available resource of the computer system.

Porting can be defined as the sequential approaching to local and global goals. The local goal

is to reach the area of available resource, and the global goal is to find a rational cadr structure

that provides a specified performance rate. The search for the performance parameters of the

cadr structure that satisfy both the limitations of the available RCS hardware resource and the

specified performance rate is provided by Procrustes with the help of the following methodology.

According to the methodology, a cadr structure CS with hardware costs

ACS = (aCS
1 , aCS

2 , . . . , aCS
n ) and performance parameters PCS = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) is trans-

formed to the hardware resource AHCS = (aHCS
1 , aHCS

2 , . . . , aHCS
n ) of a reconfigurable or
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hybrid computer system. It should be noted that the hardware costs ACS of the cadr structure

non-linearly depend on the performance parameters PCS : ACS = Ψ(PCS), and one performance

parameter pi may simultaneously influence several parameters of the hardware resource.

The purpose of porting is to detect the performance parameters P ′CS , which are the

solution of 


A′CS = Ψ(P ′CS) ≤ AHCS ,

P erf(P ′CS) ≥ Perf3,

where Perf(P ′CS) is the performance of the cadr structure, and Perf3 is the specified real

performance rate.

To achieve the purpose, the following actions are required.

1. Calculation of reduction parameters

1.1. Determine the critical resource and the reduction coefficient of hardware costs

Kcr = max
(

aCS
i

aHCS
i

)
> 1.

1.2. Determine the reduction coefficient R = dKcre.
1.3. Arrange the performance parameters pi in the tuple < PCS > according to the degree

of influence on the critical resource.

1.4. If <an unreduced parameter exists in < PCS >>, then

– select the performance parameter with the maximum impact on the critical resource:

pi : ψ(pi) = maxKcr.

else: go to item 7 to select a card structure with the maximum performance.

2. Determination of the effective reduction step R∗.
2.1. For the selected performance parameter pi, determine one of the possible options for

the effective reduction step R:

1) R∗ = R;

2) R∗ = f(R, pi), R
∗ < R;

3) R∗ = ‖pi‖, R∗ > R.

3. Reduction (decreasing of the performance parameters) of the cadr structure

3.1. Reduce the parameter pi with the effective step R∗: p′i = Θ(pi, R
∗) and save it to a

tuple: < P ′CS >=< PCS >← p′i.
4. Evaluation of the current cadr structure and selection of alternatives

4.1. Calculate hardware costs and performance of the cadr structure

A′CS = Ψ(P ′CS , P erf(P ′CS)).

4.2. Evaluate the achievement of porting purpose from the conditions

A′CS = Ψ(P ′CS) ≤ AHCS and Perf(P ′CS) ≥ Perf3.
4.3. If both conditions are fulfilled, then

– go to item 6 to save the current parameters of the cadr structure

else: {Analysis of alternatives for further reduction:}
If A′CS > AHCS {the hardware costs exceed the available RCS resource}, then:

If R∗ = R, then

– increase the reduction coefficient R := R+ ∆, where ∆ =
⌈

A′
CS

AHCS
− 1
⌉
;

– restore the original value of the performance parameter < P ′CS >=< PCS >← p′i;
– go to item 1.3 for reduction with the increased coefficient R.

Else

– go to item 1 to decrease the critical resource using the next performance parameter

pi+1.
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{if A′CS ≤ AHCS and Perf(P ′CS) < Perf3, then we go naturally to induction}
5. Induction (increasing of the previously reduced performance parameters) of the

cadr structure

5.1. Form a tuple of the previously reduced parameters < pi−1, . . . , p1 >.

5.2. Select the next item of the tuple pk, determine its scaling coefficient according to the

hardware resource KM = min
(

A′
CS

AHCS

)
and the induction coefficient Ind = bKMc.

5.3. For the selected performance parameter pk, determine one of the possible effective in-

duction steps:

1) Ind∗ = Ind;

2) Ind∗ = φ(Ind, Pk) < Ind;

3) Ind∗ = ‖pk‖.
5.4. Increase pk by the selected step Ind∗: p′k = Θ−1(pk, Ind∗) and save it into the tuple:

< P ′CS >=< P ′CS >← p′k.

5.5. Go to item 4.

6. Save the cadr structure

6.1. Add the current parameters of the cadr structure to the list, ordered by the minimum

performance.

6.2. If Perf(P ′CS) < Perf3 and <there were other critical resources>, then

– select the next critical resource and go to item 1.1.

7. Select a reasonable variant for reduction of the cadr structure

7.1. Issue the first item of the list of cadr structures with the highest performance.

Unlike most HLS compilers [4, 5], the proposed methodology changes the parameters of the

cadr structure in order to provide the rational use of available hardware resource and to achieve

a specified rate of real performance. If the specified performance rate Perf3 is not achievable, the

result of the porting will be the cadr structure with the highest performance among all analyzed

cadr structures. Unlike the methods of structural and procedural organization of calculations,

which provided a rational cadr structure for a priori known and fixed resource, the transforma-

tion, according to the Procrustes’ methodology, is a continuous function which depends on the

architecture and configuration of the computer system. This fact ensures movement in the space

of cadr structures not only “down”, towards reducing parallelism (reduction), but also towards

its increase (induction), if the hardware resource allows. Due to combination of reduction and

induction, it is possible to find rational performance parameters of cadr structures even if the

hardware resource is insufficient for the hardware implementation of the basic subgraph.

The total number of analyzed variants depends on the number of the performance parame-

ters of the cadr structure that effect hardware costs. For the FPGA architecture, the number of

memory channels, the number of Look-Up Table cells in FPGA chips, the number of Block RAM

internal memory blocks, the number of High Bandwidth Memory blocks, the number of Digital

Signal Processor blocks, and the number of Flip-Flop registers may vary in the cadr structure.

Therefore, for FPGAs, the total number of analyzed variants of rational cadr structures with

different parameters is small and does not exceed 6! = 720.

Procrustes generates a parallel-pipeline COLAMO program, which contains the cadr struc-

ture with the performance parameters calculated for the available resource of the specified RCS.

This program is transformed by the COLAMO translator and the Fire!Constructor synthesizer

into configuration files for FPGAs of multichip RCSs. Then, these files are translated by Xilinx

Vivado into bitstream configuration files (*.bit).
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3.4. Sinis: Transformation of the Minimum Cadr Structure When the RCS

Hardware Resource is Insufficient

In some cases, the available RCS hardware resource may be insufficient for hardware imple-

mentation even of the basic subgraph. Previously, the only way to organize calculations in this

case was a sequential implementation on a processor. Due to the methodology, presented in the

previous section, it is possible to continuously reduce the parallelism of the cadr structure, using

the performance reduction by devices and by capacity, and micro-cadrs – a new form of organi-

zation of calculations. The main difference between a micro-cadr (m-cadr) MCSOp
2 (Fig. 6c) and

a cadr structure CS (Fig. 6a) is the combination of several operations in one computing device,

which leads to increase of the data processing interval, but provides one and the same balanced

data processing rate. There is no need to use additional memory to store intermediate results

of the input data flow processing when the cadr structure CS is implemented structurally and

procedurally as two reduced cadr structures CS/2 (Fig. 6b).

Figure 6. Methods of implementation of the cadr structure CS

Variants of generation of m-cadrs depend both on the problem area and on the solving task.

The possible strategies for their creation are discussed in [14], where several m-cadrs are proposed

for the task of digital signal processing. These transformations are performed by the Sinis tool,

which, if necessary, is called by the Procrustes tool. Sinis obtains the results and returns them

to Procrustes that uses them to find a rational version of the cadr structure according to the

methodology from Section 3.3.

4. Results of Task Porting Performed by the “Theseus”

Toolchain

The research of the efficiency of the Theseus high-level synthesis toolchain was carried out

by porting a number of model tasks to various RCS architectures. The real performance rate of

the ported solution for the Theseus toolchain, as well as for circuit engineers, was specified at

least 0.6 from the peak one. Operability of the solutions obtained with the help of the Theseus

toolchain was checked by running them on the corresponding RCS, and the characteristics of

each task were compared with the results of FPGA designers. Transformation and porting was

performed on a PC with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-8750H @ 2.2 GHz processor, 16 GB of RAM, and
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Windows 10 Pro operating system. Automatic porting was carried out for five model tasks: the

symmetric-key block cipher DES, the MD5 and SHA-1 hash functions, and the Gaussian method

and Jacobi method for 3-diagonal matrices. Each task was ported by FPGA designers and the

toolchain to three different RCS hardware platforms (Fig. 7): Taygeta [3, 15], Tertius [15] and

Tertius-3 [15].

The Taygeta RCS with the performance of 2.66 Tflops contains 4 20-layer printed cir-

cuit boards with double-sided mounting of 8V7-200 elements. Each circuit board contains

8 XC7VX485T-1FFG1761 FPGAs with 48.5 million equivalent gates, 16 SDRAM DDR2 dis-

tributed memory chips with a total volume of 2 GB, LVDS and Ethernet interfaces and other

components.

The FPGA field of the desktop reconfigurable computers Tertius and Tertius-3 is not a

separate board. It is integrated with a motherboard with an Intel Core I5 6300U processor.

Tertius has the performance of 2.5 Tflops and contains 4 Xilinx Kintex UltraScale XCKU095

FPGAs with the capacity of 100 million equivalent logic gates each, interconnected in a ring

by LVDS and GTY/GTH channels. Two dynamic memory modules with a capacity of 1 GB

are connected to each FPGA, so the total memory size is 8 GB. Tertius-3 has the performance

of 5.6 Tflops and contains twice as many chips of another FPGA type – 8 Virtex XCVU095-

1FFVB1760C FPGAs.

Figure 7. RCS hardware platforms for task porting

For each task, we measured the transformation time of its cadr structure, the task porting

time, and the achieved performance. The cadr structure transformation time was defined as the

working time of Procrustes. The porting time was considered as the sum of the cadr structure

transformation time and the synthesis time of the FPGA bitstream configuration file, which

depends on the logical capacity and the utilisation of the FPGA chip. With 90% utilisation of

FPGA chips, it is at least 3 hours (10.800 seconds) for Taygeta and 7 hours (25.200 seconds) for

Tertius and Tertius-3. According to experience of solving the same tasks by FPGA designers,
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the cadr structure transformation time for all hardware platforms was taken equal to two 8-hour

working days or 57.600 seconds. The achieved real performance rate was defined as the ratio of

the number of subgraphs in solutions obtained by the toolchain and FPGA designer (Tab. 1).

The transformation of the cadr structure by the Procrustes tool is performed significantly,

by 1–3 decimal orders, faster than by FPGA designers, which is the expected effect of automa-

tion. Since the project synthesis time for FPGAs is significantly longer than the cadr structure

transformation time, the total gain in the porting time of model tasks with the synthesis of

bitstream configuration files for the selected RCS hardware platforms in Tab. 1 is equal to 3–

6.3 times. The real performance rate achieved by the toolchain in porting model tasks does not

drop below the specified level of 0.6 and varies slightly for different RCS hardware platforms,

which is explained by the architectural features of different FPGA crystals.

Table 1. Results of porting model problems

Problems DES MD5 SHA-1 Jacobi Gauss

RCS Taygeta

Porting time in seconds 10836.62 10938.86 10841.66 13429.90 12316.38

Gain 6.31 6.25 6.31 5.09 5.55

Real performance rate 0.63 0.63 0.86 0.86 0.86

RCS Tertius

Porting time in seconds 25238.58 25345.13 25241.09 25912.87 26989.25

Gain 3.28 3.27 3.28 3.20 3.07

Real performance rate 0.65 0.67 1.00 0.85 0.80

RCS Tertius-3

Porting time in seconds 25239.02 25344.79 25241.76 25914.02 26991.12

Gain 3.28 3.27 3.28 3.20 3.07

Real performance rate 0.65 0.67 1.0 0.85 0.80

The results of porting the model tasks DES and SLAE solution with the help of the Gaussian

method, performed by the toolchain, were compared with the solution obtained by the Vivado

HLS compiler for the Taygeta RCS. The solution of the DES model task obtained by Vivado

HLS with one pipelined IP-core, which was scaled by FPGA designer to the available hardware

resource of the Taygeta RCS, while its real performance rate was 5 times lower than that of

the solution obtained by the toolchain. The solution, obtained by Vivado HLS as a result of

porting the Gauss model task, contains one iterative stage versus 720 stages when translating

the task by the toolchain. Using manual code marking with #pragma directives in Vivado HLS,

we could get a solution for two iterative steps of the Gaussian elimination algorithm. According

to the comparison of the results of porting model tasks by the toolchain, FPGA designers and

Vivado HLS, we claim that the proposed methodology for the cadr structure transformation

gets advantages over Vivado HLS.

Conclusion

The “Theseus” high-level synthesis toolchain, described in the paper, provides scalable so-

lutions for multichip reconfigurable computer systems unlike the academic (DWARV, BAMBU,

LEGUP) and commercial (CatapultC, Vivado HLS, Vivado Vitis) HLS tools. Automatic trans-
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formation of the input sequential written in C program with no specialized code marking is

performed by presenting the task in the form of a cadr structure, and by the original method

of its porting to the available RCS hardware resource using formal methods of reduction of

performance and hardware costs. The application of the developed methodology of cadr struc-

ture porting to the available hardware resource of the RCS significantly reduces the number

of analyzed variants of parallel calculations and the porting time. Due to the use of the “The-

seus” toolchain in porting a number of model tasks, it is possible to find rational solutions for

multichip RCSs (with the effectiveness not less than 60% from the results of FPGA designers)

for a significantly lower (in comparison with parallelizing compilers) number of transformations.

Unlike well-known HLS compilers, the input C program is transformed automatically, without

manual code marking or other user instructions. As a result, we get multichip configuration files

with automatic synchronization of information and control signals.
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